INTRODUCTION
Lifting Scheme which was first introduced by Sweldens is the tool to construct wavelet in spatial domain entirely. It is the key technology to build second generation wavelet. Lifting Scheme can implement wavelet transform which can't be translated and dilated from one function. Moreover, it can lead to a fast, fully in-place implementation of wavelet transform[l] [2] . This algorithm is faster, simpler and easier than the Mallat algorithm. It's also the one recommended by JPEG2000 for its good performance. All parameters of Lifting Scheme can be modified, but not affect the properties of perfect reconstruction after transform. The benefit of using lift scheme for wavelet transform is that it decomposes the wavelet filter into simple step, and each step is reversible. The reconstruct process is the reversed decomposition in lifting. The classical wavelet transforms are linear, and their constructions are often based on the Fourier transform. However, it is changed after Sweldens[l] proposed the lifting scheme. The lifting scheme is a flexible tool for construction of new wavelets from existing ones. A general lifting scheme, illustrated in Figure 1 , comprises three main steps: split, predict and update.
The three steps form a lifting stage. Daubechies and Sweldens [3] have shown that all classical wavelets decompositions can be implemented using the lifting scheme. The predict and update operators can reverse the order [4] . It is very useful of the reversion of the order sometimes when the update happens before predict. Many people proposed various kinds of nonlinear wavelets at the basis of lifting scheme [5] [6] . However, in all these approaches, a severe limitation is that the filter structure is fixed, and thus cannot cope with the sudden changes in the input signal.
Fig. 1 Lifting Scheme
Since more than a decade, a number of papers on lifting, on its variations and extensions are published. In [7] , a modified lifting scheme for computing the approximation and detailed coefficients of DWT is proposed. The modified equations use, right shift operators and 6-bit multipliers.
The hierarchy levels in computation are reduced to one; thereby minimizing the delay and increasing throughput. In [8] , efficient, and simple design, of multilevel two dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2-D DWT) modules for image compression was presented. The proposed architecture is based on lifting scheme approach, using the (5/3) wavelet filter, aiming to reduce the hardware complexity and size of the on-chip memory. In [9] , a high speed lifting based 3D (DWT) VLSI architecture is proposed. The architecture was arranged in efficient way to speed up and achieve higher hardware utilization. In [10] , a framework for constructing adaptive wavelet decompositions using the lifting scheme was proposed. A major requirement is that perfect reconstruction is possible with better quality. Once coefficients are generated, the best directional window sizes are determined to obtain the best reconstructed image, which can be considered as an optimization task. In [11] , an algorithm for color medical image compression based on a biorthogonal wavelet transform CDF 9/7 coupled with SPIHT coding algorithm was proposed.
In [12] , Bi-orthogonal wavelets are constructed using lifting scheme that makes optimal use of both high pass and low pass filter values, and consequently addition and shift operations are performed on the resulting wavelet coefficients. It projects the advantages of IWT using LS used in real time compression of both still and color images involving non smooth domains or curves. In this paper, the wavelets proposed in [13] are considered, and for these wavelets the lifting scheme is calculated and so generated lifting wavelets are applied on image for compression. Because of the selection of the basis functions for these wavelets, the performance is found to be the best among the wavelets in literature. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents lifting scheme and signal representation with lifting scheme. It also presents the poly-phase representation of DWT and lifting scheme. The section III presents the calculation of lifting steps for the new biorthogonal wavelets. The section IV gives the simulation results of proposed wavelets and a brief review of the performance of different wavelets in literature.
II. LIFTING SCHEME
Let us consider the sequence of samples of signal x(k). Z transform of this sequence can be given as,
Let us consider finite impulse response (FIR) filter h having filter coefficients h={hk1,. . . . ., hk2}. Z transform of this filter is Laurent polynomial with degree |k2-k1| given by,
Filtering of signal x(k) by filter h can be easily described in z transform by the (3) Y(z) = H(z)X(z) (3) Sub-sampling of the signal x(k) is corresponding to keeping only the even samples i.e. xe=x(2k). Z transform of such sub-sampled signal can be given as
From (5) and (6), it is clear that the signal X(z) can be decomposed into X e (z 2 ) and X o (z 2 ) as given in (7). X(z) = X e (z 2 ) + z -1 X o (z 2 ) (7) Now let us consider that signal X(z) decomposed into two parts using high pass filter g and low pass filter h, then it can be represented as:
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The above equations can be written in matrix form as
In this case we first calculate all the coefficients and then throw away half of the work done. It will be more efficient if we perform sampling before filtering, mean that we compute only even part of lp and hp.
Let us denote output of sub-sampler and low pass filter as λ(z) and output of sub-sampler and high pass filter as γ(z). Then above two equations can be represented as,
Where, P(z) is a poly-phase matrix is given by (15) In order to achieve perfect reconstruction, filter h and g must be complementary filters that will result unity determinant of poly-phase matrix. Polyphase matrix corresponding to lazy wavelet transform will be
This poly-phase matrix will split input samples into odd and even set.
III. CALCULATION OF LIFTING STEPS FOR NEW WAVELETS
In this section the lifting steps for the new orthogonal wavelets for which the basis functions are shown in figure 2. In the first wavelet the decomposition functions are somewhat similar to that of Haar. But the value during non-zero period is not constant; it is decaying from 1 to 0.9. The reconstruction function is smooth and it is a sinusoidal variation. In the second wavelet, the same reconstruction stage as it is in first wavelet is used. The decomposition stage is a sharp and short wave that is supposed to capture dissimilar neighbourhood values in the input data. The wavelet filters for these wavelets are calculated and for simplicity let
The poly-phase matrix before the circular convolution We obtain the Poly-phase matrix P(z) by applying circular convolution to the elements of P"(z). Therefore
Now P(z) can be decomposed into two matrices as
From equations (17) and (18)
One can obtain S(z) and ) ( 
Where the C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , …., C 9 are constants in terms of wavelet filter coefficients. The equation (18) 
Now the first matrix in the above equation can further be decomposed into two matrices as, 
For the wavelet NBior1, the wavelet coefficients, the constants A1 to A9 and C1 to C7 are listed in the table 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the simulation results of the proposed techniques are presented. The proposed techniques are implemented in MATLAB. The figure 3 shows the GUI used to provide an interface to the user. Before presenting the compression results of the proposed techniques, a mention of the results of existing traditional, new first generation and lifting version of existing traditional wavelets would be appropriate. In Tables VI and VII the simulation results of Lifting version of traditional wavelets are presented. Because of the sharp edge features of the basis functions used in new traditional wavelets, the performance of the new wavelets will be better than the mentioned wavelets. The performance of the lifting version of new wavelets is given in the tables IX to XIX. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an attempt has been made to propose a simple procedure to calculate lifting steps for an arbitrary wavelet as well as new set of lifting based wavelets. The procedure presented in this paper is the simplest among the previous and current literature. First of all, new set of functions are taken with short duration and sharp edges. The chosen functions are used as the basis functions for biorthogonal wavelets. By using the lifting step calculation given in the section III, the lifting scheme was facilitated for the new biorthogonal wavelets. These wavelets are used to represent a digital image so as to make things easy for the SPIHT to code the image. The performance of SPIHT is verified with various wavelets, i.e., existing traditional wavelets, new first generation wavelets", lifting version of existing traditional wavelets, 5/3 and 9 /7 lifting based wavelet transforms and the new lifting based wavelets, i.e., the lifting version of new first generation wavelets. To compare the performance of all these wavelets, the new design metric PC has been used. Among the existing traditional wavelets haar and db5 has produced the best performance for which the PC is just below 95. With the new first generation wavelets the PC has crossed 100 and it is 108.67 for NBior1, 101.14 for NBior2. The lifting version of existing traditional wavelets has shown a similar performance. Lifting version of haar produced 105.62 PC, that of daubechies a 105.58, biorthogonal 100.97, CDF 104.07, and Symlet 103.44. The popular 5/3 lifting based wavelet transform has produced a PC of 328.277, and the 9/7 lifting based wavelet transform 354.52. The new lifting based wavelets proposed in this paper have produced even higher PC value with NBior1 touching 500.
